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C A F E R A C ER
LADY

UNO
The ladies’ Caferacer Uno is a beautiful, classic bike
with a sensible price. It has all the features you need
to ride every day with speed and comfort. The bike is
full of great parts that will ensure smooth and efficient
functioning. And it and looks unlike anything else on
the market. The 3 speed internal gear hub integrated
with a coaster brake is clean and service-free.
Specs overview: Lugged hi-ten steel frame and fork,
“albatross” style aluminum handlebar, Promax caliper
front brakes, aluminum cranks, Joytech front hub,
Shimano Nexus 3-speed rear hub with coaster brake,
VP pedals, aluminum double-wall rims, stainless steel
spokes, stainless steel fenders, Velo saddle, Schwalbe
tires, stylish bell, chrome plated front rack.

SOLO
The ladies’ Caferacer Solo is one of our most popular

The Ladies’ Caferacers are built around beautiful “mixte”

bikes. If features a wide range of gears, caliper brakes
and a range of high quality components. Browse the

frames with characteristic double top tubes manufactured

models and enjoy the beautiful colors that reflect in

using traditional methods - steel, lugs and brazing.

caliper brakes, LED lights and and a 7-speed internal

The semi-upright position ensures a perfect balance between
comfort and speed, whilst the front rack will be ideal for
carrying your luggage. The Caferacer is practical but also
exceptionally beautiful. Look closer at the paint job, check
out the hand polished rims and lugged frame and fork.
And you don’t have to be a bicycle mechanic to ride this bike
every day - there are no external derailleurs or unnecessary

the shiny fenders. The bike comes with front and rear
gear hub that is clean and service-free.
Specs overview: Lugged hi-ten steel frame and fork,
“albatross” style aluminum handlebar, Promax caliper
brakes, aluminum cranks, Joytech front hub, Shimano
Nexus 7-speed rear hub, VP pedals, aluminum
double-wall hand polished rims, stainless steel spokes,
stainless steel fenders, Velo saddle, Schwalbe tires,
Union battery front light, Spanninga Pixeo battery
rear light, chrome plated front rack.

cables and adjustment knobs. All this will give you a classic
looking bicycle that is a pleasure to use every day.

DOPPIO
The ladies’ Caferacer Doppio has an original Brooks
leather saddle that will ensure years of comfortable
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Semi-upright position for the best compromise between speed and comfort
(can be fine tuned to suit personal taste).

riding. The service free 7 speed internal gear hub will

Reliable shifting and efficient pedalling thanks to internal gear hubs.

is equipped with high-end LED battery powered front

Front rack included.

make traveling easy in any kind of terrain. The bicycle
and rear lights.

Street clothes stay clean and dry in all-season conditions thanks to full coverage,
durable fenders and chain guard.

Specs overview: Lugged steel frame and fork,

Safety at night thanks to front and rear lights included with the bike

brakes, Creme cold forged cranks, Joytech front hub,

(included in Caferacer Solo and Doppio models).

Shimano Nexus 7-speed rear hub, VP pedals, aluminum

Steel frame makes the bicycle durable and comfortable.

double-wall hand polished rims, stainless steel spokes,

Eye-catching powder coat paint job and clear coat for great looks and durability.
Lifetime warranty for frame and fork.
Hand built in Europe.

“albatross” style aluminum handlebar, Promax caliper

aluminum hammered / painted fenders, Brooks saddle,
Schwalbe tires, Union battery front light, Spanninga
Pixeo battery rear light, chrome plated front rack.

LADI E S’
C AF E R AC ER
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UNO

UNO

SOLO

SOLO

MANGO | 3 SPEED

PEARL PINK | 3 SPEED

CHAMPAGNE | 7 SPEED

EMERALD | 7 SPEED
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LOOK UP

SOLO

SOLO

DOPPIO

DOPPIO

RED | 7 SPEED

TURQUOISE | 7 SPEED

WHITE ROSE | 7 SPEED

AZURE | 7 SPEED

H OLY M OLY
SOLO
The Holymoly Solo has everything you need to commute
in style. Front and rear lights, a wicker basket (woven in
Poland) that is easy to remove, and an internal 3 speed
hub that is clean and maintenance-free are all standard
features that will make your journey better.
Specs overview: Lugged steel frame and fork, Shimano
Nexus 3 speed rear hub with coaster brake, spring saddle,
Union pedals, aluminum hand polished rims, stainless
steel spokes, spring comfort saddle, Schwalbe Road
Cruiser tires, Union battery front light, Spanninga Pixeo
battery rear light, stylish bell, wicker basket.

Inspired by the classic Dutch bike, the Holymoly is
a perfect choice for anyone who believes that the journey

DOPPIO
The beautiful Holymoly Doppio is fitted with a 7 speed

is just as important as the destination. Relax and enjoy

internal hub and high-end LED front and rear lights.

the views. Watch people’s heads turn as you ride along.

A wicker basket (woven in Poland), a legendary Brooks

The traditional step-through frame makes it easy to mount

complete the package.

and dismount this bicycle. If you value style and comfort
over speed, then this is the bicycle for you.

leather saddle and array of chrome plated components

Specs overview: Lugged steel frame and fork, front hub
with roller brake, Shimano Nexus 7 speed rear hub with
coaster brake, Creme custom rear rack, Union pedals,
aluminum hand polished rims, stainless steel spokes,

Very upright riding position so you can cruise in comfort.

Brooks saddle, Schwalbe Big Apple tires, Union battery

Lightweight aluminium wheels.

stylish bell, wicker basket.

Includes front basket that lets you carry all your goods efficiently.
6

Shimano nexus 3 and 7 speed internal hub is the epitome of quality, versatility, and simplicity.
Schwalbe tires are perfect for commuting, with a round profile to handle anything in the city.
Street clothes stay clean and dry under all-season conditions
thanks to full coverage, durable fenders and chain guard.
Safety at night thanks to front and rear lights included with the bike.
Steel frame makes the bicycle durable and comfortable.
Very comfortable saddle.
Eye-catching powder coat paint job and clear coat for great looks and durability.
Lifetime warranty for frame and fork.
Hand built in Europe.

front light, Spanninga Pixeo battery rear light,

HOLY MOLY
8

SOLO

SOLO

SOLO

DOPPIO

DEEP BLUE | 3 SPEED

WHITE | 3 SPEED

TURQUOISE | 3 SPEED

CHAMPAGNE | 7 SPEED
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LOOK UP

DOPPIO
DEEP RED | 7 SPEED

M O L LY

Specs overview: Hi-Ten steel frame and lugged fork,
26” wheels, aluminum anodized rims, stainless steel
spokes, spring comfort saddle, aluminum high polished
cranks, leather grips, LED battery lights front and rear,
SRAM i-motion3, 3 speed - internal gear hub with coaster
brake, caliper brake in front, retro pedals, “albatross” type

This girl will take you across town in comfort and style.
Relax and enjoy the views. Watch people’s heads turn
in your direction as you ride along. This beautiful bicycle
is smaller and lighter than a traditional “dutch” bike,
making it easier for carrying up stairs.

Very upright riding position so you can cruise in comfort.
Lightweight aluminium wheels.
Includes front basket that lets you carry all your goods efficiently.
10

Sram I-Motion 3-speed internal hub is the epitome of quality, versatility and simplicity.
Kenda 26” tires are perfect for commuting, with a round profile to handle anything in the city.
Street clothes stay clean and dry under all-season conditions thanks to full coverage,
durable fenders and chain guard.
Safety at night thanks to front and rear lights included with the bike.
Very comfortable saddle.
Steel frame makes the bicycle durable and comfortable.
Eye-catching powder coat paint job and clear coat for great looks and durability.
Lifetime warranty for frame and fork.
Hand built in Europe.

stylish handlebar, Kenda tires, stylish bell, wicker basket.

MOLLY
12

CHIC | 3 SPEED

PALE PEACH | 3 SPEED

PISTACHIO | 3 SPEED
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LOOK UP

MARINE | 3 SPEED

GL I D E R

Specs overview: Lugged steel frame and fork,
“albatross” style aluminum handlebar, Promax caliper
brakes, aluminum cranks, Joytech front hub, Shimano
Nexus 3-speed rear hub with coaster brake, VP pedals,
aluminum double wall rims, Velo saddle, stylish bell,
Schwalbe tires, aluminum front rack with wooden plates.

The Glider is a great bike for bike paths, beaches and
other recreational rides. We guarantee a smile every time
you ride. It’s comfortable, stylish yet at the same time
practical and fast. It has a beautiful lugged steel frame
with sexy curves. The big tires ensure a smooth rolling
14

ride on all surfaces and the front tray is super practical
for carrying your stuff.

Semi upright position, an ideal compromise between comfort and speed.
Simple, reliable and easy to maintain.
Steel frame makes the bicycle durable and comfortable.
Eye-catching powder coat paint job and clear coat for great looks and durability.
Lifetime warranty for frame and fork.
Hand built in Europe.

G LI DE R
16

OCEAN BLUE | 3 SPEED

17

LOOK UP

TITANIUM | 3 SPEED

M I N I M O L LY

Specs overview 20”: Aluminum frame, Hi-Ten steel fork,
20” wheels, aluminum anodized rims, comfortable
children’s saddle, aluminum cranks, comfortable grips,
Sram Automatix 2 speed rear hub with coaster brake,
caliper front brake, aluminum handlebar, stylish bell,
wicker basket. Suitable for kids approximately
105 - 135 cm high (4-8 years old).

Any sophisticated little girl knows which bike is cool.
It’s the one that mum has! The Mini Molly is just that -

Specs overview 24”: Aluminum frame, Hi-Ten steel fork,

a scaled-down Creme bike with all the style that makes them

24” wheels, aluminum anodized rims, comfortable spring

so special. The Mini Molly is not only beautiful but also has

2 speed rear hub with coaster brake, caliper front brake,

a unique feature - a 2 speed hub with automatic shifting.

aluminum handlebar, stylish bell, wicker basket.

Starting off from a standstill and going uphill is easy,
but as soon as the bike picks up speed, the gears automatically
shift up. No levers, no cables, nothing to distract the young
rider from enjoying the ride. On top of that we also made sure
the bike is as light as possible by using aluminum components
wherever possible. The Mini Molly is awesome, really.
18

We know because our own kids ride them! Available in
two sizes, with 20” and 24” wheels.

Automatic 2-speed hub makes riding easy and is an ideal solution for kids.
Geometry carefully designed and developed to maximise comfort and efficiency.
Lightweight aluminium frame and components.
Eye-catching powder coat paint job and clear coat for great looks and durability.
Front basket included.
Hand built in Europe.

saddle, aluminum cranks, rubber grips, Sram Automatix

Suitable for kids approximately 130 - 150 cm high.

MI N I MOLLY
20

20”
WHITE | 2 SPEED AUTOMATIX

20”
RED | 2 SPEED AUTOMATIX

24”
WHITE | 2 SPEED AUTOMATIX
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LOOK UP

24”
PISTACHIO | 2 SPEED AUTOMATIX

C A F E R A C ER
MAN

UNO
The men’s Caferacer Uno is a beautiful, classic bike with
a sensible price. It has all the features you need to ride
every day with speed and comfort. It is fitted with
a 3 speed internal gear hub integrated with a coaster
brake that is clean and service-free.
Specs overview: Lugged hi-ten steel frame and fork,
“albatross” style aluminum handlebar, Promax caliper
front brakes, aluminum cranks, Joytech front hub, Shimano
Nexus 3-speed rear hub with coaster brake, VP pedals,
aluminum double-wall rims, stainless steel spokes,
stainless steel or aluminum painted fenders, Velo saddle,
Schwalbe tires, stylish bell, chrome plated front rack.

SOLO
The men’s Caferacer Solo is full of high-quality parts that
will ensure smooth and efficient functioning. The bike

The heart of every Caferacer is a beautiful diamond shaped

comes with LED lights, caliper brakes and a 7-speed
internal gear hub that is clean and service-free and will

frame that is manufactured using traditional methods - steel,

get you up any hill.

lugs and brazing. The semi-upright position will give you

Specs overview: Lugged hi-ten steel frame and fork,

aa perfect balance between comfort and speed, whilst the front

“albatross” style aluminum handlebar, Promax caliper

rack will be ideal for carrying your luggage. The Caferacer is
not only practical but also exceptionally beautiful. Look closer
at the paint job, check out the hand polished rims and a lugged
frame and fork. And you don’t have to be a bicycle mechanic

brakes, aluminum cranks, Joytech front hub, Shimano
Nexus 7-speed rear hub, VP pedals, aluminum doublewall rims, stainless steel spokes, aluminum fenders,
Velo saddle, Schwalbe tires, Union battery front light,
Spanninga Pixeo battery rear light, stylish bell, chrome
plated or ED black front rack.

to ride this bike every day - there are no external derailleurs
or unnecessary cables and adjustment knobs. All this will give

DOPPIO

you a classic looking bicycle that is a pleasure to use every day.

The men’s Caferacer Doppio is a real pearl in a world full of
fat tubed aluminum bikes. An original Brooks leather saddle
ensures years of comfortable riding and a maintenance -

Semi-upright position for the best compromise between speed and comfort
(can be fine tuned to suit personal taste).
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Reliable shifting and efficient pedalling thanks to internal gear hubs.

free 7 speed internal gear hub will make traveling easy in
any kind of terrain. The bicycle is equipped with high-end
LED lights.

Front rack included.

Specs overview: Lugged steel frame and fork, “albatross”

Street clothes stay clean and dry in all-season conditions thanks to full coverage,
durable fenders and chain guard.

style aluminum handlebar, Promax caliper brakes, Creme

Safety at night thanks to front and rear lights included with the bike

7-speed rear hub, VP pedals, aluminum double-wall hand

(included in Caferacer Solo and Doppio models).
Steel frame makes the bicycle durable and comfortable.
Eye-catching powder coat paint job and clear coat for great looks and durability.
Lifetime warranty for frame and fork.
Hand built in Europe.

cold forged cranks, Joytech front hub, Shimano Nexus
polished rims, stainless steel spokes, aluminum fenders,
Brooks saddle, Schwalbe tires, Union battery front light,
Spanninga Pixeo battery rear light, chrome plated front rack.

ME N ’ S
C AF E R AC ER
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UNO

UNO

SOLO

SOLO

PACIFIC | 3 SPEED

CLASSIC BLACK | 3 SPEED

ALL BLACK | 7 SPEED

DARK BROWN | 7 SPEED
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LOOK UP

SOLO

DOPPIO

DOPPIO

DEEP BLUE | 7 SPEED

RED | 7 SPEED

DARK GREEN | 7 SPEED

R I STR E T TO
CLASSIC
The Ristretto Classic is unlike anything on the market,
seamlessly blending classic form and style with the latest
high end technology. Fast, elegant, perfect for the modern
gentleman. The bicycle comes complete with a front and
rear rack.
Specs overview: Lugged full cromoly frame with CNC
dropouts, Tange seat-tube clamp, cromoly fork, Shimano
hydraulic disc brakes, Creme aluminum cranks, Shimano
dynamo front hub, Busch&Mueller Lumotec Retro Senso
Plus front light and Spanninga Pixeo rear light, Shimano
Nexus 8 speed rear hub, VP pedals, aluminum double-wall
rims, stainless steel spokes, aluminum fenders, Brooks
saddle, Creme Gummy grips, Continental Sport Contact
tires, cold forged aluminum quill stem, stainless steel front
& rear rack, stylish bell.

THUNDER
The Thunder is made to go fast in any conditions.
The lightweight frame and fork is paired with an 8 speed
internal geared hub and belt drive system that are clean
and service free. Some of the highlights of the bike include

These bicycles are the most functional and performance
orientated bikes in the line. The Ristrettos are professional
traffic jam busters with tight frames, fast tires, disc brakes
and powerful lights, made for those who are really serious
about commuting with speed in any weather conditions.

the powerful Supernova lights and Brooks Cambium
saddle. The subtle elegance and sophisticated design
of this bike must be seen in flesh to be fully appreciated.
Specs overview: Cromoly steel frame, aluminum fork,
Shimano hydraulic disc brakes, Gates Carbon Drive system,
SP Dynamo front hub, Supernova front light, Gates Belt
Drive, Shimano Nexus 8 speed rear hub, VP pedals, Brooks
Cambium saddle,“Banana” type handlebar, A-head 3d

26

forged stem, Creme Gummy grips, Continental Sport
Works perfectly in any weather conditions thanks to disc brakes and internal gears.

Contact tires, aluminum double wall rims, stainless steel

Street clothes stay clean and dry thanks to full coverage, durable fenders and chain guard.

spokes, aluminum fenders, front rack.

An amazing combination of classic style and technology,
your friends at work will be green with envy.
High performance and light weight.
Safety at night thanks to front and rear lights included with the bike.
Cromoly steel frame makes the bicycle durable and comfortable.
Elegant powder coat paint job and clear coat for great looks and durability.
Lifetime warranty for frame and fork.
Hand built in Europe.

R I STR E TTO
28

CLASSIC
BLACK | 8 SPEED
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LOOK UP

THUNDER
MOONLIGHT | 8 SPEED BELT DRIVE

ECHO

SOLO /
MIXTE SOLO
These bicycles are built around lugged steel frames with
chromoly tubes that give a smooth ride and fantastic
looks. The men’s version have traditional “diamond”
shaped frames, whereas the ladies’ models are “mixtes”
with characteristic double top tubes. The bikes feature
16 speed drive-trains with reliable components, and you
will find some nice touches such as polished rims and
a classic 1” quill stem. This Echo should be the choice for
anyone who want’s to get a first taste of how good road
cycling can be, or for anyone who simply likes to cruise
around town in style.
Specs overview: Lugged steel frame with cromoly front
triangle, Shimano Claris front & rear derailleurs 2x8
speed, Shimano 8 speed cassette, Dia Compe down tube
shifters, Promax caliper brakes, FSA Tempo compact
double crankset 50:34T, Joytech front and rear road hubs,
Schwalbe Lugano tires, Velo suede saddle, Road racing
double wall rims, stainless steel spokes, VP pedals, Velo
saddle, aluminum drop bar, 1” quill stem, Velo bar tape.

DOPPIO /
MIXTE DOPPIO
Steel is real! It feels great and lasts forever. The Echo Doppio
bicycles feature lugged, full cromoly frames - a traditional
“diamond” shape in the men’s, and a beautiful “mixte”
witha characteristic double top tube in the ladies’.
Combined withthe cromoly fork with it’s beautiful lost-wax

Enjoy the timeless style, durability and silky-smooth ride

crown it is oneof the most sexy road bikes out there at

that only a steel road frame can offer. The heart of the

a price that is withinreach of mere mortals. On the technical

Echo is the beautiful lugged cromoly frame and and fork

drive-train and the amazingSelle San Marco Rolls saddle.

so rarely seen in today’s bikes. Ideal for eating up miles,
classic races or just speeding around town. It is definitely
30

side you will find acold forged quill stem, 18 speed
The EchoDoppio smartlyblends classic looks with the
convenienceof Shimano’sSTI shifting system.

something very different. You can go fast, you can go slow,

Specs overview: Lugged full cromoly frame, cromoly

and whatever your pace is, expect to get thumbs up from

derailleurs 2x9 speed, Shimano 9 speed cassette, Shimano

fellow riders on their full-carbon steeds.

fork with invest cast crown, Shimano Tiagra front & rear
Sora STI shifters, Promax caliper brakes, FSA Tempo double
crankset 50:34T, Joytech front hub, Novatec rear hub with
sealed bearings, Schwalbe Lugano tires, Road racing
double wall rims, stainless steel spokes, San Marco Rolls

Simple, light and fast.
Beautiful lugged steel frame and fork feels great and lasts forever.
Modern performance combined with classic looks.
High-end powdercoat paint job and clear coat for great looks and durability.
Hand built in Europe.

saddle, aluminum drop bar, 1” quill stem, Velo bar tape.

TA N G E
The best possible steel goes into making this frame.
The use of Tange Prestige double butted seamless tubes
results in a frame that weights a hair over 2 kg. Looks
match the performance thanks to the use of chrome
plating, lost wax lugs and fork crown. The weight of the
frame and fork is only slightly higher than an average
aluminum frame, but the feel is far superior. What’s more,
this frame will probably last forever. Creme de la creme!
Specs overview: Lugged frame built with Tange Prestige
tubes, cromoly butted Tange fork with investment cast
crown, Shimano 105 front & rear derailleurs 2x11 speed,
Shimano 105 11 speed cassette, Shimano 105 STI shifters,
Tektro caliper brakes, compact double crankset 50:34T,
rear & front road hubs with sealed bearings, Continental
Ultra Gatorskin tires, Road Racing double wall rims,
stainless steel butted spokes, San Marco Regal saddle,
aluminum drop bar, Ritchey 3d forged stem 1,1/8”,
Velo bar tape.

LUNGO
Creme Lungo - a beautiful touring bicycle that will be
your best companion on the epic tour that you have
always been dreaming of, that will leave you full of
wonderful experiences that will be remembered years
to come. But don’t save the Lungo for special occasions.
It will be your best friend on everyday errands, on your
ride to work or any other trip that you wish to make.
The fully lugged cromoly steel frame is the perfect base
for this kind of bicycle - comfortable and extremely
resistant to fatigue. The Lungo has been fitted with
front and rear racks that can cary heavy loads across
any distance.
Specs overview: Lugged full cromoly steel frame,
cromoly fork with invest cast crown, Promax caliper
brakes, FSA Tempo double crankset 50:34T, Joytech
front hub, Novatec rear hub with sealed bearings,
VP pedals, Brooks Team Pro leather saddle, aluminum
drop bar, Creme cold forged stem, leather bar tape,
Shimano Tiagra front & rear derailleurs 2x9 speed,
Shimano 9 speed cassette, Shimano Sora STI shifters,
Schwalbe Delta Cruiser tires, VP pedals, aluminum
double wall touring rims, stainless steel spokes,
aluminum hammered fenders, chrome plated front
& rear rack, stylish bell.

E C HO
34

MIXTE SOLO
SKY BLUE | 16 SPEED
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MIXTE DOPPIO
BLACK | 18 SPEED

E C HO
36

SOLO

SOLO

DOPPIO

LUNGO

RED | 16 SPEED

WHITE | 16 SPEED

DARK GREEN | 18 SPEED

DARK GREEN | 18 SPEED
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LOOK UP

TA N G E
RACE BLUE | 20 SPEED

VINYL

SOLO
The Vinyl Solo is built around a steel frame and fork with
lugged construction and high-end paint job, giving
the bike fine handling and great looks. We use reliable
components, and you will find some nice touches such as
high profile rims and a beautifully finished cockpit with
a 1” quill stem. Removable cable guides mean that the
frame remains totally clean and uninterrupted in
brakeless mode.
Specs overview: Lugged steel frame with cromoly seat
tube, cromoly fork, 1” threaded headset, Promax caliper
brakes, aluminum cranks, Joytech hubs, VP pedals with
plastic toe clips, track rims, stainless steel spokes, Velo
suede saddle, Michelin Dynamic tires, Velo bar tape.

DOPPIO
The Vinyl Doppio features a lugged, lightweight full cromoly
frame and cromoly fork with a beautiful lost wax crown.
The bike is equipped with some great parts such as the
San Marco Rolls leather saddle, hand polished high profile
rims, sealed bearing Novatec hubs and classy cold forged
cranks. Tasty Dia Compe stainless steel cable guides are
included so that you can have elegant routing when using
brakes, or you can remove them and leave the frame
completely clean when the bike is being used brakeless.
Specs overview: Lugged full cromoly frame, cromoly fork
with invest cast crown, 1” threaded headset, cold forged
aluminum quill stem, Promax caliper brakes, Creme
cold-forged cranks, Novatec sealed hubs, VP pedals
with toe clips and leather straps, track rims, stainless steel
spokes, San Marco Rolls saddle, Schwalbe Lugano tires,
Velo bar tape.

The Vinyl is a classic fixed-gear track bike. It’s also
the essence of minimalism. These bikes are built around
beautiful lugged steel frames and forks, something very rare
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A U T O M AT I X
This bike has a unique 2-speed automatic hub that gives
you the best of both worlds - a minimalistic “fixie” look

in today’s world. You can run them in fixed gear mode or

with no additional cables, levers or shifters, but at the same

if you prefer, you can use a freewheel and the brakes that are

it’s easy to use and does not require special skills to handle.

included in the package. We also offer a new version with

gear automatically, making it a fantastic system for riding

an automatic 2-speed hub with coaster brake.

around town, allowing you to focus on the road, not on

The secret is in the centrifugal clutch that chooses your

the gears.
Specs overview: Lugged steel frame with cromoly seat

Simple, light and easy to maintain.

tube, cromoly fork, 1” threaded headset, Promax caliper

Beautiful lugged frame and fork feels great.

brake in front, aluminum cranks, Sram Automatix 2 speed

Eye-catching powder coat paint job and clear coat for great looks and durability.
Lifetime warranty for frame and fork.
Hand built in Europe.

rear hub with coaster brake, VP pedals with plastic toe
clips, track rims, stainless steel spokes, Velo suede saddle,
Michelin Dynamic tires, Velo bar tape.

VI N Y L
40

SOLO

SOLO

SOLO

DOPPIO

PISTA | 2 SPEED AUTOMATIX

BLACK | FIX

MOONLIGHT | FIX

DARK GREEN | FIX

strona 370x270mm_1
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LOOK UP

SOLO
BLACK | 2 SPEED AUTOMATIX

C A F E R A C E R L A D Y D I S C LT D
PEARL | 8 SPEED

strona 370x270mm_2

E C H O M I X T E LT D
RED | 18 SPEED

L I M I T E D E D I T I O N B I K E S W I L L H AV E O N LY O N E P R O D U C T I O N R U N . T H E Y ' R E B U I LT U S I N G
R A R E PA RT S A N D C O M E I N M O U T H WAT E R I N G F I N I S H E S .

strona 370x270mm_2
C A F E R A C E R M A N LT D
HERITAGE | 8 SPEED

C A F E R A C E R M A N LT D
SHARKSKIN | 8 SPEED

CREME
BAGS
Designed from the ground up and handmade in Poland. All fabrics are made in France and we use only
genuine Italian leather. Even the stainless steel hardware is custom made in Poland. The use of waterproof fabrics and zippers
ensure that these classy bags are practical and bike friendly. It’s interesting to note that our bags are made with
European Sunbrella® fabric that is also used by famous brands such as Converse.
100% hand made in Europe / leather parts as strap & bottom for longer durability / 100% european materials incl. French Sunbrella® fabrics, Polish vegetable tanned leathe
waterproof zips / custom made in Europe gunmetal hardware / leather zipper pulls and brand label / bright, easy to clean internal liner

all bags available in charcoal grey and crème beige:

SMART SHOP BAG
Specs overview: dimensions (external):
140 mm x 290 mm x 460 mm / capacity 19 L
Features:
/ can can be used as a shoulder bag, backpack,
carry bag or bike rack pannier - hooks included
/ removable shoulder strap
/ 13” & 15” laptop pocket inside
/ small outer pocket for items such as keys
44

/ internal pocket with zip for cash & cards
/ leather top & bottom for longer durability
/ leather hand straps for longer use

BASIC BAG
Specs overview: dimensions (external):
130 mm x 70 mm x 100 mm / capacity 0,5 L
Features:
/ small bag for essentials, easy to use everywhere,
on the bike or on your waist
/ lock on straps for mount on handlebar or under the saddle
/ additional straps system to use as a waist/hip bag
/ main pocket with waterproof zip
/ leather strap for longer durability

2TOP2ROLL
Specs overview: dimensions (external):
150 mm x 330 mm x 470 mm capacity 23 L
Features:
/ handy backpack with rolled top
/ adjustable closing with metal hook
/ adjustable cotton straps
/ 15” laptop pocket inside
/ big secret pocket with waterproof zip
/ outer front pocket with waterproof zip
/ three internal mesh pockets for phone, glasses etc.

MESSENGER BAG
Specs overview: dimensions (external):
400 mm x 110 mm x 260 mm / capacity 12 L
Features:
/ messenger with good news only!
/ comfy and wide cotton adjustable shoulder strap
/ lap strap with hooks
/ 15” laptop pocket inside.
/ front open pocket for phone
/ front and back pocket with waterproof zip
/ three internal mesh pockets for phone, glasses and etc.

REAR RACK TWINS
Specs overview: one bag dimensions (external):
290 mm x 140 mm x 300 mm / capacity 24 L (12 + 12)
Features:
/ rear rack pannier bags for long travels and short trips
/ steel hooks and lock on strap for better locking on rack
/ additional internal closing covers with zips
/ adjustable cotton strap and metal hooks
/ outer front pocket with waterproof zip
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PHOTO

OTHER COLORWAYS

PRODUCT

DING DONG BELL
Let’em know who’s coming! Creme bells are not only
practical, they bring music to your everyday ride.
The Ding Dong Bell is elegant, easy to install and has
an alloy clamp with plastic spacer that protects the handle
bar from scratches. The understriker design and small
diameter produces a nice sparkling tone.
Specs overview: diameter 50 mm / understriker design
AVAILABLE IN:

/ black high polished finish (stainless steel body)
/ rose gold high polished finish (aluminum body)
/ silver high polished finish (stainless steel body)

CHIME BELL
The full, rich sound of brass will bring music to your
everyday ride. The Chime Bell is elegant, easy to install
alloy clamp with plastic spacer that protects the handle
bar from scratches. The classic sidestriker design, large
diameter and brass body produces a long and rich sound.
Specs overview: classic sidestriker design / brass body /
alloy clamp / diameter: 60 mm
O N L Y A V A I L A B L E I N G O L D - S O R R Y M A T E ...

SPEEDY SADDLE
The longer you use this saddle, the more comfortable
it will be. The geniuine hand polished leather will slowly
form to fit your unique anatomy. The Speedy Saddle is
equipped with rose gold rails and beautiful two-tone
rivets. The sporty shape is ideal for long distance rides
and touring.
Specs overview: hand polished genuine leather /
rose gold hardware / branded rivets / 280 mm x 170 mm /
weight 560 g
AVAILABLE IN:

black / honey / brown
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COMFY SADDLE
A classic design and a selection of the finest materials
including genuine hand polished leather will add style
to your ride and will outlive more than a few pairs jeans.
The Comfy Saddle has a dual coil spring design which
gives extra suspension and makes this saddle the most
comfortable one in our collection. Perfect for long
and easy touring rides.
Specs overview: stainless rivets / 270 mm x 210 mm (men’s) /
250 mm x 210 mm (ladies’) / weight 874g
AVAILABLE IN:

black / honey / brown
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L O V E LY G R I P S
Hand-made in Poland with thick, high quality leather
by one of the best saddleries in the country. These unique
grips will make your bike really stand out. The Lovely Grips
have a unique design and will give you bike a lot of
character. Cork bar ends are included in the package.
Specs overview: highest quality genuine leather 100% /
handmade in Poland / length 130 mm + 130 mm /
weight 100 g
AVAILABLE IN:

black / brown / white

GUMMY GRIPS
Made from grippy and comfortable kraton these grips
are supplied with matching aluminum bar end plugs.
Stylish and easy to install, the choice of colors will make
it easy to match any bike.
Specs overview: length 130 mm + 130 mm for standard
shifters / 130 mm + 90 mm for Grip Shift / aluminum
handlebar end caps included
AVAILABLE IN:

cream / brown / black

HANDY GRIPS
Made from real leather, these grips feature a quick, easy
and very secure mounting system. The Handy Grips have
wonderful rose gold hardware that will add sparkle to any
bike. Comfortable & beautiful - what more do you need?
Specs overview: length 130 mm + 130 mm for standard
shifters / 130 mm + 100 mm for Grip Shift / aluminum body
rose gold lock on leather grip / handlebar end caps included /
weight 170 g
AVAILABLE IN:

black / honey / brown
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S TA I N L E S S
STEEL CAGE
This beautiful stainless steel cage has an elegant
contemporary design. It won’t rust and works perfectly with
our Real Steel Bottle or other non-bike specific bottles.
Specs overview: polished stainless steel / weight 38 g

CLASSIC
BOTTLE CAGE
The Classic Bottle Cage comes is made from lightweight
aluminum and fits traditional bidons. The leather cover gives
extra grip, protect your water bottle and just looks good.
Specs overview: aluminum body / weight 34 g

REAL STEEL
BOTTLE
No BPA, no paint, no chemicals, no corrosion, no problem.
Endurance, environment, health & happiness. This sleek
looking durable bottle won’t add any unwanted additional
flavor to your drink. It comes with two caps so it can be
comfortably used on and off the bike.
Specs overview: capacity 750ml / sport and bamboo caps
included
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FRONT LAMP
These powerful and beautiful retro lights are a perfect upgrade
for anyone who rides at night, but also wants to keep their bike
looking good during the day. See and be seen.
Specs overview: bright led with reflector / battery powered
(3 x AAA) / light source: led / illuminance > 4lux /
weight 109 g / runtime on one set of batteries > 40 h

REAR LAMP
These powerful and beautiful retro lights are a perfect
upgrade for anyone who rides at night but also wants to
keep their bike looking good during the day. This small
and stylish rear lamp will provide high visibility on the road.
Specs overview: battery powered (2 x AAA) /
light source: red led / weight 98 g / runtime on one set
of batteries > 120 h

CUP HOLDER
Securely attaches to your handlebar with a sturdy aluminum
clamp and is lined with dense foam keeping your coffee in
place even on bumpy roads. Fits most standard coffee cups
and handlebars.
Specs overview: aluminium and EVA foam /
diameter 83/80 mm / clamp diameter: 24 mm
AVAILABLE IN:

rose gold / silver

WICKED BASKET
Handmade in Poland from the best wicker available.
The Wicked Basket comes with two steel leather covered
hooks for easy installation on handlebar. Durable, beautiful
and practical. Creme baskets are easy to detach from
the bike and have a cotton liner that gives extra protection
for your precious belongings.
Specs overview: 100% cotton liner / handmade in Poland /
big basket size: h: 400 mm, w: 330 mm, d: 300 mm /
small basket size: h: 360 mm, w: 300 mm, d: 230 mm
AVAILABLE IN:

white / wenge / natural wicker
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FRONT RACK
Made from high quality stainless steel. Will work as
a replacement part for your Creme Caferacer bicycle.
The rack has a big stable and durable platform, perfect
for carrying your laptop or other precious items.
(note: fits Creme Caferacer bicycles only!)
Specs overview: dimensions: 320 mm x 250 mm /
weight: 1,1 kg

FRONT TRAY
Made from high quality stainless steel. Will work as
replacement part for your Creme bicycle, and can also
be used to upgrade other bikes. This classic, versatile
and roomy front-carrier for multi-purpose use can be
assembled on nearly every bicycle.
Specs overview: dimensions: 360 mm x 290 mm /
weight: 1,8 kg

REAR RACK
Made from high quality materials, the rear rack will fit
almost any bicycle. It is lightweight, sturdy and elegant.
Specs overview: dimensions: 125 mm x 340 mm /
weight: 1,2 kg
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BUNGEE STRAP
Strong elastic strap made of high quality rubber. Vinyl
coated hooks are attached with leather reinforcements
and will fit any rack with tubing diameter of 17 mm or less.
Supplied in sets of two.
Specs overview: length: 90 cm / width: 2 cm /
max rack diameter: 17 mm
AVAILABLE IN:

brown / black / beige
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BLINGERS
Breath life into any bike! Made from high quality materials,
these fenders will work as replacement parts or upgrades for
most bicycles. The kit includes front and rear fenders supplied
with a complete mounting hardware set.
Specs overview: aluminum/stainless steel /
width: 37 mm / 45 mm / universal mounting system /
fits 700c and 27” wheels / weight: 390 g /
front fender length: 90 cm / rear fender length: 120 cm
AVAILABLE IN:

Rose Gold (hammered) / Stainless Steel (smooth polished) /
Silver (hammered)

R E A L LY R O B U S T
CHAINLOCK
Safe and reliable chain lock produced entirely in Poland.
The robust hardened steel chain is covered with real leather
sleeve to protect the paint on your bike.
Specs overview: 6 mm hardened chain links / length: 85 cm
AVAILABLE IN:

brown / black

EXCELLENT PUMP
Lightweight, compact and efficient pump with classic look.
High polish finish will look good on any bike and timeless wooden
handle adds a bit of retro charm. Compatible with both Presta
and Schroeder valves. Frame mount included.
Specs overview: aluminium/wood / maximum pressure: 130PSI /
length: 240 mm / Valve: Presta/Schroeder/Dunlop

WOODEN HANDLEBAR
Designed and hand crafted in Poland. Made from sustainable,
locally sourced ash wood. Aluminum core for long lasting
durability and safety. Constant diameter of the bar provides
comfort even without grips.
Specs overview: wood/aluminium / width: 580 mm stem clamp
diameter: 25.4 mm / brake lever clamp diameter: 25.4 mm
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